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QUESTION 1

A table is generated resulting from the following script 

When the data architect selects a date, some, but NOT all, orders for that date are shown How should the data architect
modify the script to show all orders for the selected date? A) 

B) 

C) 

D) 



A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A company needs to analyze sales data based on the exchange rate of the different countries every day 

About 30 reports must be produced with an average of 20r000 rows each. This process is estimated to 

take about three hours. 

Reports will be in Excel and distributed to business users according to defined security rules. 

Which two products should the data architect use to build this solution? (Select two.) 

A. OQIikGeoAnalytics 

B. ODAG 

C. QIikDataMarket 

D. Qlik Storytelling 

E. QIik NPrinting 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 3

A data architect needs to efficiently prepare a data model for a meeting in an hour. The data source to be used contains
five date fields. The app needs to display sales trends and compare the current year to date (CYTD) to last year to date
(LYTD). The app is NOT going to be published. It will only be used for this meeting and a single user\\'s ad-hoc analysis.
What should the data architect do to meet these requirements? 

A. Create a canonical calendar 



B. Load a calendar island 

C. Use the data manager 

D. Create five master calendars 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

The Section Access security table for an app is shown User ABC\PPP opens a Qlik Sense app with a table using the
field called LEVEL on one of the table columns. 

What is the result? 

A. The user gets an "Invalid visualization" error 

B. The table is displayed without the LEVEL column 

C. The table is removed from the user interface 

D. The user gets a "Field not found" error 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 



A clothing retailer wants to review their product pricing strategy. A data architect must classify each product into a price
group. The price groups must be the same width by default and allow users to dynamically change the width of the
bucket during analysis. 

Which feature should the data architect use to meet these requirements? 

A. IntervalMatch and use variables 

B. Nested IFs in a calculated dimension 

C. Class function in a calculated dimension 

D. Class function in the script and use variables 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A data architect needs to upload data from ten different sources, but only if there are any changes after the 

last reload When data is updated, a new file is placed into a folder mapped to E:\373948870. The data 

connection points to this folder. 

The data architect plans a script which will: 

1. 

Verify that the file exists 

2. 

If the file exists, upload it. Otherwise, skip to the next piece of code. The script will repeat this subroutine for each
source. 

When the script ends, all uploaded files will be removed with a batch procedure. Which option should the data architect
use to meet these requirements? 

A. FilePath, IF, THEN, Drop 

B. FileSize, IF, THEN, END IF 



C. FilePath, FOR EACH, Peek, Drop 

D. FileExists, FOR EACH, IF 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A human resources (HR) team manager is due to go on leave. The manager needs to assign permissions to colleague
to help the HR team publish apps. 

Which action(s) should the manager assign to the colleague before going on leave? 

A. Owner Publish 

B. Publish 

C. Owner Publish, Read 

D. Publish, Read 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibits. 

A music teacher needs to know which artists are eligible to enter this year\\'s competition. The teacher needs to find
only the artists who have a music grade rank above two and play more than one instrument. Which expression is
needed for the Number of Instruments measure in the table? 



A. Count({$}Instrument) 

B. Count({S}Instrument) 

C. Count({$}Instrument) 

D. Count ({S2"}>}Instrument) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A data architect needs to load data from two different databases. Additional data will be added from a folder that
contains QVDs, text files, and Excel files. 

What is the minimum number of data connections required? 

A. Two 

B. Four 

C. Five 

D. Three 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Refer to the exhibit. 



What are the values of the variables vLoadStart and vLoadComplete after the script executes? 

A. vLoadStart; \\'NOW{)\\' vLoadComplete: current system date and time when the script ended 

B. vLoadStart: system date when the app was opened vLoadComplete \\'now()\\' 

C. vLoadStart: system date when the app was opened vLoadComplete: current system date and time when the script
ended 

D. vLoadStart: current system date and time when the script started vLoadComplete: \\'now()\\' 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A data architect plans to build an app that contains geographically diverse data that must be specific to 

user run-time selections. The source contains transactional data. The app must have minimal impact on 

already limited server resources. 

Which approach should the data architect use? 

A. Loop and Reduce 

B. QVDs 

C. In-memory 

D. ODAG 



Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A data architect is loading two tables into a data model from a SQL database. These tables are related on key fields
CustomerlD and CustomerKey. 

Which scripts should be used to load the data while maintaining the correct associations? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 
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